The White Paper - Educational excellence everywhere
Great teachers

Reform NCTL, improve ITT, Replace QTS with accreditation
of teacher effectiveness

Great leaders

NPQ Leadership, Excellence in leadership fund, Skills-based
governance

School-led system

All academies by 2022, LA doesn’t maintain schools

Improvement

‘supported autonomy’, improvement by schools and
system leaders, 300 more Teaching Schools and 800 more
NLEs

Curriculum

Consolidation!, extended school days (25% funding?),
reform AP, Character building education

Accountability

MAT accountability (performance tables and peer review)

Funding

NFF

Academisation
White Paper proposal that all schools will be Academies by 2022 has been withdrawn
for Good and outstanding schools in high performing LAs who have the capacity to
support their maintained schools
Academies grouped within Multi Academy Trusts are the government’s preferred
model – avoids isolation of Single Academy Trusts and provides a level of
accountability
Memorandum of Agreement between the Diocese and the DfE to secure religious
character of every church school and preserve diocesan families of schools

Future role of the LA
Not to “run” schools but to deliver core functions and be a partner in delivering
educational excellence:
• ensuring every child has a school place
• ensuring the needs of vulnerable children are met
• acting as champions for all parents and families
In essence, most of the LA’s existing statutory duties continue unchanged (indeed, with
some possible additions)
The White Paper removes responsibility for school improvement/intervention from the
LA – but this may need to be re-considered following the decision to remove enforced
academisation!

Reforming Alternative Provision
Mainstream schools to remain accountable for the education of pupils in AP and for
commissioning high quality provision
•

LAs will retain role of ensuring sufficiency of AP

•

Pupil’s mainstream school will retain accountability for educational outcomes, even
when the pupil has been permanently excluded (but not enrolled at a different
mainstream school)

•

AP providers will work with mainstream school on tailored individual plans

•

Mainstream schools will support AP providers to deliver high quality teaching and
broad and balanced curriculum

•

Schools will be responsible for the budgets from which AP is funded

•

Beaufort Co-operative Academy (RAISE Academies Trust) is leading a proposal to
establish a 100 place 11-16 Alternative Provision school in Gloucester School to
provide genuine alternative provision opportunities

Schools causing concern
Ofsted Inadequate judgement :
Maintained Schools: Academy Order requiring them to be sponsored academies
Academies: RSC able to terminate funding agreement and move to a new trust. Stand
alone academy will usually be transferred to a MAT. If academy not considered viable,
funding agreement may be terminated in order to close
Coasting Schools:
RSC to take formal action in any school falling within the definition. Discretion about
how to act.
Warning Notices – used for schools with: unacceptable performance (below floor) or
breakdown in leadership and governance or safety of pupils or staff being threatened
Existing powers of LAs extended to RSC, including power to set up an IEB

National Variation (2014/15)
• Per pupil funding in secondary school ranges from £3800 per pupil (Aylesbury High
School) to £9800 (UCL Academy in Camden)
• 54% (1670 out of 3100) have £5000 per pupil or more.
• Marling School had £4241 per pupil (Glos £4200 to £6215)
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Factors affecting funding of all schools
Income:
• 10% cut in 6th form funding over 3 years ends in 15/16
11/12 £4521, 12/13 £4424, 13/14 £4289, 14/15 £4113 %, 15/16 £4000
Impact on large study programmes (4AS, 4A, UCAS etc.)
• 1.5% per annum cut in 11-16 funding (no MFG)
• Reduced LACSEG/ESG
Expenditure:
• Increased employers contribution to the LGPS.
• Increase to employers NI contribution from April 2016
• Increased employers contribution for all teachers making pension contributions from
September 2015
• Unfunded pay rise to teachers and support staff each year for three years

Impact
• Increased class sizes
• Reduced curriculum offer
• Reduced contact time for post-16 students
• Reduction in resourcing – text books, IT, practical equipment – note
at a time with new specifications in all subjects!
• Reduced admin support - affecting teacher workload
Site, IT etc
Capitation
Staffing

What is a Multi Academy Trust?
A Multi Academy Trust (MAT) allows a number of schools to join together in partnership
within a single Trust.
In a Multi-Academy Trust (MAT), academies are governed by one Trust (the members)
and a board of directors (the trustees).
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The benefits?
•

Sharing best practice between the governors, leadership, teaching and support staff
with other schools.

•

Raising standards through the development and promotion of outstanding teaching
and learning.

•

Increased and flexible staffing resources that can work together on developing high
quality professional development.

•

Succession planning within a group of schools thereby retaining good staff who may
otherwise move on.

•

Financial economies of scale (especially with centralised services) giving the ability to
focus funds on provision for the students.

How does the funding work?
A single Master Funding Agreement between the Trust and the Education Funding
Agency, and Supplementary Funding Agreements for each school who joined the
Trust.
Funding is normally be ring-fenced to the benefit of individual schools, with the local
governing bodies having control of their own budget and any carry forward.
Each school would pay a small percentage of their individual school budget to fund
centralised posts and services, e.g. finance, IT.

